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Abstract
Recent field measurements have confirmed that brackish water aerosols are frequently
entrained into flare systems at upstream production sites and subsequently combusted.
Previous experiments on small-scale laminar diffusion flames have shown that salts can
significantly affect particulate emissions; however, the extent to which this might occur in a
large-scale turbulent flare is poorly understood. Experiments are being performed to examine
the degree to which flare efficiency and production rates of major pollutant species such as
NOx, CO, CO2, and solid-phase species are affected when salt aerosols are entrained into flare
gas prior to combustion. Tests are being conducted at Carleton University’s Flare Facility in
which NaCl solutions are aerosolized and entrained into multicomponent flare gas (C1-C7
alkane hydrocarbons plus CO2 and N2) representative of typical upstream flare gas
compositions. Emissions from the flare are captured in a sampling hood and directed to
analyzers to quantify gas-phase and particulate emissions. Thermal optical methods and
photoacoustic spectroscopy are used to quantify elemental carbon particulate emissions and
thus gain insight into interactions between salt ions and soot in a flame.
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Motivation
• During the separation process, liquid droplets are ideally removed from gas
before it is directed to a flare for combustion
• In some cases, flowback fluid and produced water droplets bypass the
separation process and are entrained into flare gas and subsequently
combusted
• Field measurements in the Bakken region in North Dakota found that 70% of flare
flames had detectable sodium signatures indicating carry-over of aerosols into the
flare flame

• The effect these droplets have on large turbulent flames / flares is poorly
quantified and some have suggested potential for adverse impacts on flare
efficiency (e.g. Strosher, 2000)

Typical composition of formation water
(Jefferson, 2017)

Effect of salts on flame emissions
• Addition of NaCl increases CO emissions (Jefferson, 2017)
• Na ions added to a small laminar flame reduce soot particles in size
but increase number concentration (Moallemi, 2018)

Methods
• Flare gas containing C1-C7 alkane hydrocarbons, and CO2 and N2, in
concentrations representative of upstream flare gas compositions is flared
in a turbulent 109 SLPM flame at the Carleton University Lab-Scale Flaring
Facility
• Liquid NaCl solutions, in a range of concentrations that might occur based
on formation water compositions, are atomized into 19 mm droplets at
the base of the flare and subsequently entrained into the flare gas prior to
combustion
• Plume is captured in a hood directly above the flame and is then directed
downstream to sampling instruments
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Solid-phase sampling instruments
•
•

Elemental Carbon/ Organic Carbon Analyzer
(ECOC)
Photo-acoustic soot spectrometer (PASS3)
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Preliminary Results
• Entrainment of salt droplets significantly affects gas-phase emissions
• Carbon monoxide emissions from the
flare increase by up to a factor of 7
• Methane emissions increase from ~zero
to ~0.3 g CH4/kg FG; although the flare
combustion efficiency remains >99.5%

CO and CH4 yields for tests with a dry flame, with distilled
water, 1% NaCl, 2.5% NaCl and 5% NaCl

• Black Carbon (BC) / soot formation heavily increases despite the addition of water
• 5% NaCl (by mass) aerosols result in up to 2.6 times
increase in soot formation
• There is a slight decrease in soot formation with the
addition of pure distilled water; water is typically
used as a soot suppressant
• Effect scales with the concentration of NaCl
• 2.5% and 1.0% NaCl influence soot yields to a
lesser degree
• Suggests there could be a threshold concentration
to avoid effects

Discussion & Implications
•
•
•
•

Entrained NaCl droplets disrupt the combustion process and lead to more incomplete products
Potentially caused as Na scavenges OH radicals
Effects are sensitive to NaCl mass in the flame
Gas-phase emissions are non-linearly affected at higher salt concentrations
Further tests are needed to determine threshold of salt addition that results in significant or
negligible increases in emissions – results could inform separator guidelines

Next Steps
• Testing with a greater variation in concentrations of NaCl solutions and at different liquid
loading levels to understand and bound range of effects
• Repeatability tests to better quantify uncertainties
• Sampling for Volatile Organic Compounds
• Entraining other ions that are typically present in formation water (K, Ca)

